Save Time, Ensure Accuracy, and Gain
Transparency of the Billing Process through
a Comprehensive mix of Technology, Tools,
and Dedicated Talent
HSI solutions allow clients to access and utilize vital data, reports, and trends. From tracking payer mix and
performance, to collection rates and times, this powerful information can help organizations not only have
confidence in their overall billing results, but also allow them to identify, analyze, and optimize challenges
and opportunities as they arise.
Powering these advanced tools is a dedicated team of experienced billing professionals.
The HSI team works hand in hand with clients to provide vital insights, support, and responsive aid to
their claims processing. To ensure accuracy and efficiency, HSI’s easy to use electronic communications
in combination with their reliable phone support provides clients with the access and help they need,
when they need it.

Access the Expertise, Guidance, and Platform to Implement
Industry Leading Best Practices and Compliance Measures
Clients gain full access to the powerful knowledge and experience of HSI compliance, research, and policy
teams. These teams not only watch over the entire process, giving clients the assurance that their billing
process is in full compliance of Federal and State guidelines, but also monitor regulatory and industry
trends and revisions to stay ahead of the ever evolving landscape.

Results and Performance Driven Pricing
HSI’s technology, forward thinking approach, and experienced team has consistently produced real results
for their clients. The HSI team is dedicated to their results oriented approach and can work with you to analyze
your current billing opportunities and challenges to set performance improvement benchmarks.

Contact HSI today to find out if your organization qualifies

1.866.209.6310

Info@HSIHealth.com

HSIHealth.com

Solutions THAT ENABLE Organizations TO

Maximize Reimbursement

while Optimizing Collection Times and Cash Flow

Have Confidence

in Your Billing

Maximize Reimbursement Percentages
while Optimizing Collection Times
At its core, HSI’s services are designed for the straightforward task of partnering with EMS companies
to optimize collection times and to attain maximum revenue from their claims. Through their cutting
edge technology and data driven Performance Platform, supported by an experienced and dedicated
team, every aspect of HSI’s solutions work together to deliver results that increase revenues.

Built on decades of experience in the medical transport industry, HSI’s solutions
are designed for EMS companies nationwide to effectively implement and take
advantage of cutting edge industry breakthroughs in order to realize improvements
to their profitability while saving valuable time and resources. Backed by HSI’s policy,
research, and legal teams, HSIAir and HSIGround equip medical transport companies
with proven compliance measures and guidance.

Data Driven
Performance Platform

Time Saving
Technology

The Performance Platform tracks and analyzes
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to ensure maximum results.
The performance platform not only directs
the best course of action for every claim
at every step of the claims process, it’s
also continually learning and optimizing by

Each HSI client has the
tools and support to:
Maximize Reimbursement while
Optimizing Collection Times and Cash Flow
Save Time, Ensure Accuracy, and Gain
Transparency to the Entire Billing Process
through a Comprehensive mix of Technology,
Tools, and Specialized Talent
Access the Expertise, Guidance, and Platform
to Implement Industry-Leading Best Practices
and Compliance Measures

collecting data from tens of thousands of
claims and their performance.

